IVORY® SUITE

Expand the Reach of Red Hat
to the Mainframe

About Ivory

GT Software’s Ivory Suite

Ivory offers a suite of industry
leading mainframe integration and
data access tools that improve
operational responsiveness by
simplifying and accelerating access
to mainframe applications, data and
processes.

Ivory Service Architect allows customers to extend access to mainframe
applications, data and process APIs, without writing or generating
additional code, changing existing code and without any additional
MIIPs usage. It creates complex and powerful REST and SOAP APIs
through a no-code, drag and drop platform, on average five times
faster than other approaches.

Using Ivory, developers can
seamlessly integrate the mainframe
with new technologies like mobile
banking, Web-based self-service
portals, business intelligence,
business process management and
packaged applications.

Implementing Ivory for mainframe integration requires minimal training
and offers instant deployment options. It integrates all mainframe
assets—regardless of underlying platforms— in significantly less time
and at a dramatically reduced cost than other solutions. GT Software’s
Ivory allows the mainframe to adapt as quickly as modern platforms,
and facilitates agile development on legacy technology.
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About GT Software
GT Software turns
yesterday’s legacy systems
into tomorrow’s leading edge
applications. Its solutions help
organizations extend the value
of their IT investments through
agile development and
standards-based APIs, which
improves workflow and
enhances operational
efficiency. Masters of
application modernization
and a global distributor of the
Fujitsu NetCOBOL compiler,
GT Software’s proven solutions
power mainframe integration
with today’s technologies.
Currently, more than 2,500
organizations globally trust GT
Software’s solutions to ensure
they are able to drive forward
innovation that improves
customer experiences,
increases operational
efficiency, and generates
revenue.

Expand the Reach of Red Hat
to the Mainframe
Service Orchestration is Easy with Ivory
GT Software’s Ivory Suite makes service orchestration happen. By constructing easyto-build APIs, it’s possible to seamlessly bring together applications, information and
data anywhere it’s needed. Ivory also has the fastest time to market than any other
mainframe integration solution.

Benefits of Ivory Suite:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Inbound REST or SOAP-based access to mainframe applications and data
Create APIs directly from an Open API or WSDL
Outbound access to APIs from mainframe applications
Workflows within the mainframe APIs reduce the number of round trips
Bi-directional Web services
Superior runtime performance
Optimal developer productivity
Specialty engines
High performance batch and presentation logic integration
Flexible bottom-up or top-down service design

Components of Ivory
Ivory Studio
An intuitive tool designed for mainframe and distributed developers, Ivory Studio
makes assembling mainframe applications and data into APIs easy.

Features:
•
•
•

Easy to use wizard
Drag-and-drop capabilities
No additional coding

Ivory Server
The Ivory Server is the execution for the Ivory Service Architect

Features:
•
•
•
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Easy to use wizard
Drag-and-drop capabilities
No additional coding

Server Deployment Options:
•
•
•
•
•
•

CICS (z/OS or VSE)
z/OS (zIIP)
Linux on IBM Z
Windows/Java
Linux/Java
Red Hat Open Shift Container
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